Background: Over the past several decades the efforts to improve maternal survival and the consequent demand for accurate estimates of maternal mortality have increased. However, measuring maternal mortality remains a difficult task especially in developing countries with weak information systems. Sibling histories included in household surveys (most notably the Demographic and Health Surveys (DHS)) have emerged as an important source of maternal mortality data. Data have been mainly collected from women and have not been widely collected from men due to concerns about data quality. We assess data quality of histories obtained from men and the potential to improve the efficiency of surveys measuring maternal mortality by collecting such data.
Introduction
An estimated 287,000 women died in 2010 from obstetric causes [1] . Worldwide efforts to improve maternal health have increased in the last several decades [2, 3] . Beginning with the Safe Motherhood Initiative in 1987 several international summits and conferences have emphasized the importance of maternal health and the 2000 UN Millennium Summit declared reducing maternal mortality by three-quarters by 2015 as one of the targets of Millennium Development Goal Five. This increased interest in maternal health has boosted the demand for accurate estimates of maternal mortality [4] . Tracking progress toward the development goals and monitoring and evaluating the effectiveness of sexual and reproductive health programs requires timely maternal mortality estimates [5] . Moreover, the increased international concern with accountability and rational resource allocation is reflected in the recent UN Commission on Information and Accountability report that includes continued monitoring of maternal mortality as a priority [6] . However, measuring maternal mortality is a difficult task [7] .
The Challenge of Measuring Maternal Mortality
A maternal death is defined in the International statistical classification of disease and related health problems, tenth revision (ICD-10), as the ''death of a woman while pregnant or within 42 days of the termination of a pregnancy, irrespective of the duration and site of the pregnancy, from any cause related to or aggravated by the pregnancy or its management but not from accidental or incidental causes''. Identifying a death as maternal thus requires assigning a specific cause of death. Even in developed countries with complete registration of deaths, maternal deaths are often underreported due to misclassification [8] . In developing countries underreporting of maternal deaths is further compounded by incomplete or non-existent registration of vital events and lack of medical certification of cause of death. This difficulty in identifying maternal deaths has led to a focus on ''pregnancy-related death'', defined in ICD-10 as ''the death of a woman while pregnant or within 42 days of the termination of pregnancy, irrespective of cause of death''. The identification of pregnancy-related deaths requires information only on the timing of death relative to pregnancy and thus on answers to apparently simple questions; it is for this reason that this definition is used in censuses and surveys instead of attempting to focus on true maternal deaths. Using the time of death to define pregnancy-related deaths, however, means the inclusion of incidental and accidental deaths. It has been suggested that this overestimation is counterbalanced by the under-reporting of pregnancy-related deaths, and thus that reported pregnancy-related deaths might approximate maternal deaths, although this conclusion remains controversial [9] . In what follows, we shall refer to pregnancy-related deaths or mortality as maternal deaths or mortality, as is common practice in the literature.
While civil registration systems that regularly record births and deaths are generally considered the gold standard for mortality data [10] , these systems are absent, underdeveloped or incomplete in most developing countries [11] . In the absence of reliable registration data, interim data sources and methods of analysis have been developed to complement civil registration systems and provide estimates of mortality [12] . However, an additional problem facing such methods is that maternal deaths are relatively infrequent (the annual number of maternal deaths is roughly 5% of the number of deaths of children under age 5), thus requiring large samples to achieve statistical precision. These interim sources of maternal mortality data include sample vital registration with verbal autopsy, demographic surveillance systems, population censuses, population-based household surveys and reproductiveage mortality studies (RAMOS) [7, 13] . One of the most important data collection strategies is household surveys, which can use both direct and indirect methods to measure maternal mortality. In this paper we focus on household survey data on survival of siblings.
Household Surveys: The Sisterhood Method (Indirect and Direct)
Sibling survival histories incorporated into household surveys provide the opportunity to capture maternal deaths in developing countries where civil registration is incomplete or non-existent. In 1989, Graham et al. proposed an indirect sisterhood method for estimating maternal mortality consisting of a summary sibling history in which the respondent is asked about the number of sisters of the same mother who survived to adulthood and the number of those who have subsequently died [14] . Additional questions about the timing of death of sisters of reproductive age relative to pregnancy are used to identify pregnancy-related deaths. This method reduces the need for large samples (because in high fertility populations each respondent reports multiple sisters), but only provides estimates of mortality that reflect average experience over a lengthy period of time preceding the survey.
A direct sisterhood method based on full sibling histories proposed by Rutenberg and Sullivan has been widely applied by the Demographic and Health Survey (DHS) program [15] to provide periodic estimates of maternal mortality [16] . Respondents are asked the name and sex of each sibling born by the same mother, whether each sibling is still alive, current age if the sibling is alive, and the age at death and year of death if the sibling has died; additional questions are asked concerning deaths of sisters of reproductive age about the time of death relative to pregnancy in order to identify pregnancy-related deaths. In contrast to the indirect method, these detailed data allow adult and maternal mortality rates to be estimated for calendar-year periods and make fewer assumptions to obtain the mortality estimates. However, as these deaths are relatively rare, confidence intervals are wide and thus results are typically presented for periods of seven or ten years prior to the survey.
Can Full Sibling Histories from Men be a Reliable Source of Maternal Mortality Data?
Sibling histories to estimate maternal mortality are usually collected in DHS's from women of reproductive age. Sibling history information was collected from women on the basis of qualitative studies of maternal deaths suggesting that women provide more reliable data about their sisters than do men [14] . Sisters are expected to remain in contact with each other, ensuring their awareness of each other's pregnancy and survival status. However, the DHS has also collected data from men of reproductive age in a number of surveys. This provides the opportunity to examine the assumption that sisters provide better quality maternal mortality data than brothers.
The objectives of this study are the following: 1) to investigate the use of full sibling histories collected by household surveys and reported by men to estimate all cause and maternal mortality and 2) to compare these results with all cause and maternal mortality estimates obtained from full sibling histories reported by women. Given the wide confidence intervals around estimates of maternal mortality from sibling histories collected from women, it is hoped that the use of sibling histories reported by men will improve the precision of survey-based estimates.
Methods

Data
This study used data from DHS surveys, which are nationallyrepresentative household surveys that collect information on a variety of demographic and health topics. In all surveys, the DHS collects data from a sample of households, using a household listing to identify eligible women for a core women's questionnaire [17] . In a subset of surveys, a core men's questionnaire has been included for a subsample of the households. In one hundred and three surveys to date, the DHS has included in the women's questionnaire a maternal mortality module collecting a full sibling history as described above. Ten surveys from nine countries added the maternal mortality module to both the women's and men's questionnaires; it is these surveys that were the focus of this analysis. The DHS for Nigeria (1999 survey) was excluded from the analysis because the data are reputedly not of good quality and the DHS for Eritrea (1995 survey) is a restricted data set. Using this information, we calculated adult mortality rates and maternal mortality rates using the direct method.
The DHS sibling history files record each respondent as an observation, and siblings are recorded as part of that observation.
To facilitate the analysis, we restructured the data in two steps into panel data (person years), in which each sibling is counted as an observation for each year they are alive and as another observation for their year of death, if they died. Dead siblings were assumed to be exposed to the risk of dying for 6 months in their year of death. We excluded siblings with missing data on survival from the analysis, since the amount of missing data on survival was small (on average 0.3%). Sex was randomly assigned to siblings missing such data. DHS collects data in the form of current ages of living siblings and the ages at death and years since death (years of death) of dead siblings. If such information is complete, DHS calculates a date of birth for each sibling and a date of death for each dead sibling. In cases where information is missing, DHS routinely imputes missing data for dates of birth and dates of death [18] . For sisters with missing information on maternal status at death, we recoded as maternal a proportion of the deaths using age-specific proportions of maternal deaths among cases with information. We used bootstrapping to estimate the standard errors and 95% confidence intervals for all the mortality estimates.
In order to assess the sensitivity of the maternal mortality estimates with respect to missing maternal status, we also calculated maternal mortality estimates under two boundary scenarios: one under which all sister deaths with no information on maternal status were recorded as maternal and the other under which all such deaths were recorded as non-maternal deaths.
Estimating Adult Mortality
We estimated adult age-specific mortality rates for a period of five calendar years preceding the survey. The numerators of these rates consisted of the deaths of the siblings of respondents, and the denominators consisted of person-years of exposure for the siblings of respondents. Following standard DHS methodology, survey respondents themselves were not included in the analysis of samesex mortality (omitted from the denominator) to produce what we will call the standard DHS estimator (see the Selection bias and weights section below for further discussion and treatment of opposite-sex mortality) [19] .
We converted age-specific mortality rates into probabilities of dying by specific ages. The corresponding survivorship ratios were then chained together to give a summary mortality measure, the probability of dying between the ages of 15 and 50 ( 35 q 15 ) [20] . Observations up to the last full calendar year before the survey were included. We compared estimates of male and female mortality generated from full sibling histories obtained from men with those generated from histories obtained from women.
Estimating Maternal Mortality
We calculated several indicators of maternal mortality: the maternal mortality rate (MMRate) which is the number of maternal deaths per 1,000 women of reproductive age, the proportion of maternal deaths among deaths of females of reproductive age (PMDF) and the maternal mortality ratio (MMRatio) which is the number of maternal deaths per 100,000 live births and reflects obstetric risk. The MMRate was calculated directly from the panel data in a manner similar to adult mortality for five calendar years preceding the survey. The MMRate was derived by age standardizing the maternal mortality rates using the household age distribution of women in the household listing. The PMDF was calculated as the number of pregnancy-related deaths divided by the total deaths among women aged 15-49 and age standardized using the age distribution of women. The MMRatio was calculated by dividing the MMRate by the General Fertility Rate (GFR). The GFR is the annual number of births per 1,000 women aged 15-49 and is calculated using data from birth histories. Comparable maternal mortality indicators were calculated from full sibling histories obtained from men and those obtained from women.
Finally we pooled full sibling history data obtained from men and women to calculate female 35 q 15 and the MMRatio. To illustrate the possible gains in efficiency from pooling the data, we calculated the percent decrease in the width of the confidence intervals using pooled data versus using the data obtained from women only. Since standard errors depend on the measurement units and may vary in the means around which they occur, the coefficient of variation is another way to determine the gains in efficiency from pooling data. We estimated the coefficient of variation (the ratio of the standard error to the mean) to compare the dispersion of adult and maternal mortality using pooled data versus data obtained from women only. A coefficient of variation of less than 10% is generally considered an acceptable level of random variation for an estimate [21, 22] . 
Selection Bias and Weights
Mortality estimates obtained from sibling histories are expected to suffer from selection bias since mortality is expected to cluster within sibships. Selection bias may lead to underestimation of mortality since fewer members of high-mortality sibships (compared with low-mortality sibships of the same size) survive to Table 3 . Female probability of dying ( In order to pool data , the data obtained from women were weighted in a similar manner to data obtained from men to adjust for selection bias; however, women's data had to be further adjusted for zero survival bias. The deaths and exposure reported by women were weighted by the inverse of the number of surviving siblings of the respondent to adjust for selection bias and further weighted by the inverse of the probability of being reported at all to adjust for zero survival bias (men provide information on women sibships with no surviving members). 2 The PMDF (obtained from women) is multiplied by female mortality (obtained from pooled data) to generate the MMRatio. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0059834.t003
appear in a survey as respondents and to report on their siblings. The most clear-cut example of this bias is sibships of which no member survives to be a potential respondent (zero-survivor bias). The standard DHS approach to analyzing sibling history data excludes the respondent from the analysis and weights only according to the respondent's sample weight. Trussell and Rodriguez have shown mathematically that estimates obtained from the standard approach are unbiased when there are no differentials in mortality by sibship size in the data [19] . Masquelier has demonstrated that the correlation between mortality and sibship size is small for adult siblings in DHS data [23] .
Expecting that mortality may vary by sibship size, Gakidou and King proposed using weights (the inverse of the number of surviving siblings of the respondent) to recover the death rates of sibships with at least one surviving respondent. They also proposed extrapolating from a model to recover deaths of sibships with no surviving members [24] . Using DHS sibling histories, a recent application of the Gakidou and King method by Obermeyer et al. adjusted adult mortality estimates for selection and omission bias [25] . Their mortality estimates were considerably higher than previously reported by studies using sibling history data as adjusting for selection bias increased estimates by approximately 27% [25] . Masquelier argues that the reported bias was overestimated due to the incorrect application of the weights to the survey data, and casts doubt on the view that mortality of adults varies substantially by sibship size; he recommends using the DHS standard approach, which does not use weights to correct for survival selection bias [23] .
In the absence of differential mortality by sibship size, using the standard approach provides unbiased estimates of mortality and precludes the need to adjust for selection bias. However, analyzing reports by siblings of the opposite sex is a different matter. The respondents in this case are not exposed to the risk of dying that is being measured and there is no equivalent of the unbiased DHS standard estimator. Thus, opposite-sex sibling reports should be Table 4 . Sensitivity analysis for maternal mortality estimates (maternal mortality rate (MMRate), proportion of maternal deaths among deaths of females of reproductive age (PMDF) and maternal mortality ratio (MMRatio)). weighted by the inverse of the number of surviving siblings of the respondent as proposed by Gakidou and King to adjust for selection bias. Analyzing opposite-sex sibling reports has an additional advantage that sibships that have no surviving siblings of the opposite sex can be reported; all that is needed is to assume that siblings of one sex in sibships with no survivors of the other sex have mortality similar to the population average. In this analysis, we use the DHS standard estimator (excluding respondents from the analysis) to estimate same-sex sibling mortality, thus avoiding the need to adjust for selection bias. We weighted women's sisters and men's brothers using the DHS sample weights only. We compared these standard estimates with adjusted estimates (obtained by using the product of DHS sample weights and the inverse of the number of surviving siblings (of the same sex) of the respondent) to isolate the effects of weighting for survival bias. The standard estimates are expected to be slightly higher than the adjusted estimates because the latter do not include deaths from sibships in which no potential respondents survive. For opposite-sex sibling mortality, we weighted women's brothers and men's sisters using the product of DHS sample weights and the inverse of the number of surviving siblings (of the same sex) of the respondent to adjust for selection bias. Given that DHS sibling history data are collected from women aged and men aged 15-59 (or in some surveys aged 15-54), the surviving siblings used were of those ages in order to represent potential respondents.
Data Quality Investigation
We assessed the completeness and accuracy of sibling history data using several indicators of data quality. We examined the completeness of the information in the histories including sex, survival status, age if alive, and, if dead, age at death and years since death. The distortion of age reporting was assessed using a modified Whipple's Index, an index of age attraction for digits 0 and 5. The index as implemented here is the ratio of the sum of the populations aged 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45 and 50 divided by the sum of the population aged 13 to 52 and the result is multiplied by 500. Whipple's Index is 100 if there is no age heaping at ages ending in the digits 0 or 5. The suggested interpretation of the original Whipple's Index is as follows: ,105 is ''highly accurate''; 105-109.9 is ''fairly accurate''; 110-124.9 is ''approximate''; 125-174.9 is ''rough'' and $175 is ''very rough'' [26] . The quality of the data obtained from men was compared with that obtained from women on the basis of this index.
Results
Adult and Maternal Mortality
The estimates and uncertainty intervals for adult mortality (the probability of dying between 15 and 50, 35 q 15 ) obtained from sibling histories from women and men for the 1-5 calendar years before the surveys are listed in Table 1 . The total number of respondents (women and men) and their reported siblings (living and deceased) for each survey are displayed in Table S1 . In Figure 1 , the measures of male and female adult mortality obtained from the female respondents are compared with those obtained from male respondents. Zambia, Zimbabwe (2005-06 survey) and Uganda showed the highest 35 q 15 's followed by all the other African countries, while Indonesia showed the lowest values. The female mortality estimates reported by the women were higher than those reported by the men in four surveys, but the differences were not statistically significant. The male mortality estimates reported by women were higher than those reported by men in six surveys, but again the differences were not statistically Table 5 . Completeness of sibling history information on survival status, current age if alive, age at death and years since death if dead and maternal mortality status. significant. In Zimbabwe (the only country with two surveys that included a male questionnaire with the maternal mortality module), there was a 3-to 4-fold increase in adult mortality estimated from the 1994 survey to the 2005-06 survey. The confidence intervals did not overlap indicating a statistically significant trend. The female and male mortality estimates obtained from same sex respondents were adjusted for selection bias as described above and compared to the DHS standard estimates (Table S2) ; adjustment resulted in estimates lower than the standard approach as we anticipated. The mean of the ratios of adjusted to standard estimates of 35 q 15 is 0.88 for both female mortality reported by women (range 0.82-0.97) and 0.88 for male mortality reported by men (range 0.74-0.99).
The measures of maternal mortality depend not only on reported survival of siblings but also on whether a reported sister death was maternal. The estimated MMRates, MMRatios and PMDFs (and their uncertainty intervals) for the 1-5 calendar years before the surveys are presented in Table 2 and Figure 2 . Indonesia and Zimbabwe (1994 survey) showed the lowest MMRates. In Zimbabwe there was a 2-to 3-fold increase from the 1994 survey to the 2005-06 survey in the MMRate and MMRatio. The confidence intervals for the MMRatio reported by men did not overlap indicating a statistically significant trend. The MMRates and MMRatios based on reports of women were higher than the estimates based on reports of men in eight surveys, but the differences were only significant for Congo (Brazzaville). The PMDFs reported by women were higher than those reported by men in seven surveys, but the differences were only significant for Congo (Brazzaville) and Nigeria.
Female 35 q 15 and MMRatios and corresponding uncertainty intervals calculated from pooled data and from data obtained from women only are shown in Table 3 . For all surveys, pooling of data reduced the standard errors and consequently narrowed the 95% confidence intervals by 2 to 29% for female mortality and 0 to 6% for the MMRatio. Pooling data also reduced coefficients of variation, except for Tanzania.
Sensitivity Analysis
The impact of the inclusion, partial inclusion or exclusion of sister deaths with no maternal status information on the estimates of maternal mortality is displayed in Table 4 . Going from one extreme of treating all sister deaths with missing information as non-maternal to the other extreme of treating them all as maternal resulted in an increase in the estimates of maternal mortality ranging from 55 to 307% (mean 129%) for MMRate and MMRatio reported by men; 37 to 197% (mean 92%) for MMRate and MMRatio reported by women; 58 to 168% (mean 142%) for PMDF reported by men and 36 to 177% (mean 90%) for PMDF reported by women.
Data Quality Investigation
The completeness of the sibling history data in all the surveys is displayed in Table 5 . With regard to the completeness of sibling history information, on average for women and men respectively 0.23% (range 0.05-0.62%) and 0.35% (range 0.04-1.55%) of data were missing on survival status, 0.31% (range 0.04-0.89%) and 0.36% (0.01-1.16%) of data were missing on sex and 1.56% (range 0.14-2.28%) and 1.80% (range 0.08-4.82%) of data were missing for age of living siblings. For the age at death and year of death (or years since death) of the dead siblings, 1.60% (range 0.14-4.00%) was missing for women and 1.80% (range 0.08-4.82%) was missing for men. For the maternal status information, 11% (range 6-19%) and 12% (range 7-22%) were missing, respectively; the percentage of deaths of reproductive age females with no information on their maternal mortality status reported by both sexes was largest for Indonesia, Tanzania and Uganda. The data obtained from women were in general slightly more complete on average than the data obtained from men.
In general, age heaping of the siblings on ages ending in digits 0 and 5 (both living and dead) was in the ''approximate'' category and ranged from ''highly accurate'' to ''rough'' (Table 6 ). Overall, men appeared to report their siblings' ages with less distortion than women, especially their brothers' ages at death. Women reported their sisters' ages at death with less distortion than their brothers' ages at death in the majority of surveys, whereas the men reported their sisters' ages at death with less distortion in some surveys and their brothers' ages at death with less distortion in others.
Discussion
A major challenge to estimating adult mortality and maternal mortality in particular, is that estimates obtained from surveys have large standard errors and thus are not useful for monitoring trends. The findings of this study suggest that efficiency gains in estimating adult and maternal mortality can be obtained from collecting male sibling histories in addition to female sibling histories. This provides a way for countries to generate robust empirical estimates of adult and maternal mortality from surveys, which in turn improves the accuracy of tracking progress towards MDG-5 and monitoring trends in adult and maternal mortality.
Our analysis shows that adult and maternal mortality estimates based on sibling histories obtained from men do not systematically vary from those obtained from women. The exception to this was the Congo (Brazzaville) DHS, in which men reported significantly lower maternal mortality estimates than women, although both sexes reported similar all-cause sister mortality indicating comparable reporting of sister survival but differing reporting of pregnancy status at death. Several studies have documented an increase in maternal mortality during times of war and conflict [27, 28] . A civil war occurred in Congo between 1997 and 1999, and it may be that social dislocation might have led male respondents to be aware of their sisters' survival status but not their pregnancy status at death in time of war. Women are also at an elevated risk of experiencing sexual violence and rape and consequently pregnancy during times of conflict [29] .
The sibling history data quality indicators were similar for women and men in this study. We observed that brothers generally provide slightly better quality information on their siblings' current ages and ages at death. Given the similarity in mortality estimates and data quality indicators between women and men, there is no reason to believe that male respondents do not provide estimates of sister mortality as reliable as those from female respondents. In addition, pooling sibling history data obtained from men with data obtained from women increases sample size and produces narrower confidence intervals and lower coefficients of variation, although for most countries the MMRatio coefficients of variation remained higher than 10%. The exception to this was Tanzania, where pooling data produced a slightly higher coefficient of variation, which could be explained by a higher level of random variation in male reports. The sample size advantage would be maximized by collecting sibling history data from male and female respondents in all sampled households rather than following the DHS practice of interviewing males in only a subsample of households.
The DHS Interview Manual states that an interviewer's role involves ''Interviewing all eligible respondents in the households using the individual Woman's or Man's Questionnaire'' [30] . Therefore, the cost of including a full sibling history in the male questionnaire, if men are interviewed in all sampled households, is the incremental cost of asking the sibling history questions. However, if men were only interviewed in a subsample of households, then the cost would be the incremental cost of interviewing an additional household member. Unfortunately, detailed data on the cost and time of DHS interviews are not available to estimate the specific additional time and cost required.
Given the rarity of maternal deaths, the omission or addition of a few cases can lead to disproportionate effects on the maternal mortality estimates. These effects are reflected in the sensitivity analyses, which demonstrated the impact that the completeness and method of imputation of maternal status data has on DHS estimates of maternal mortality. The whole debate around survival selection bias and its effect on mortality is dwarfed by the influence of the completeness of maternal status data on the estimates, and additional effort is needed during training of interviewers to ensure omission is kept to a minimum.
The majority of the surveys in this study were conducted in African countries, where the effect of HIV/AIDS on adult mortality is clear, especially in southern African countries like Zambia and Zimbabwe. HIV/AIDS has the potential to affect our estimates of mortality to the extent that there is clustering of HIV and HIV mortality among adult siblings. This clustering might lead to downward bias in retrospectively-reported deaths because only surviving siblings are able to report (see the Selection bias and weights section above). In high HIV prevalence settings, methods of estimation of child mortality are subject to downward bias due to the correlation between HIV-related mortality of mothers and their children [31, 32] . However, HIV correlation among siblings and its potential effect on estimates of mortality obtained from sibling histories is not well established. In our analysis, we eliminated the need to adjust for selection bias in same-sex sibling mortality estimates by using the DHS standard estimator and we adjusted for potential selection bias in opposite-sex sibling mortality estimates by using weights.
This study has several limitations. Sibling histories were mainly included in women's questionnaires, and the number of men's questionnaires that incorporated a maternal mortality module was thus limited, with the majority being from African countries. The use of sibling histories to estimate adult mortality also has its limitations, including a limited number of events, survival selection bias and the omission of deaths. In this study, we assumed in the analysis of same-sex mortality that there was no correlation between mortality and sibship size, which eliminates the need to adjust for survival selection bias; we did however use weights based on numbers of survivors for opposite-sex mortality. For all countries except one, only one survey was available, which precluded our ability to adjust for omission bias.
Conclusion
Sibling histories have been collected from women in household surveys with the aim of estimating maternal mortality but have not been widely collected from men due to concerns about data quality. This study has found that male and female respondents report sibling histories that provide similar adult mortality estimates, maternal mortality estimates (except for Congo Brazzaville) and data quality indicators. Given that no significant differences are found between adult and maternal mortality estimates obtained from women and men, data can be pooled to increase precision of the estimates (narrower confidence intervals and lower coefficients of variation). We therefore advocate that sibling histories be collected from both men and women and that the histories obtained from men be collected from all sampled households. 
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